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OLD TOWN- KHARADAR 

 
Analysis of Old Buildings — Identification of potentially suitable sites for “Karachi Metropolitan 
Museum”  
 
• Physical details  
 
The area studied, comprises of an amalgamation of old and new buildings. The two main roads of the area 
namely, Newnham Road and Rampart Road run almost parallel to Bunder Road (M. A. Jinnah Road).  
Laxmidas Street, an offshoot of Newnham Road leading to the Merewether tower, is another important 
artery on which most of the analyzed buildings lie. One building lies on Machimiani Road (Baakra), 
which also terminates on Merewether tower.  
 
• Nature of Land use (Residential/Commercial)  
 
Almost all buildings on their ground floors are commercial in nature. The land use of the upper floors 
varies from commercial, residential, and even warehouses (godowns).  
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Detailed building-wise analysis, followed by comments on its feasibility  
  
The description of each building is given according to the following parameters:  
  

−        Introduction (location, date, ownership, present status, etc)  
−        Present land use  
−        Physical description  
−        Present condition  
−        Feasibility for Museum  
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1  Information obtained from residents, tenants, shopkeepers, etc may not be 100% factual 
2 Buildings are numbered according to the order of analysis ( Refer Map #) 

Mustafa Cloth Market/ Fuddoo Building  
 
Initially known as Fuddoo building and named after its original owner, Ghulam Ali Fuddoo, this building 
lies on main Bunder Road. It now functions as a full- fledged cloth market. Its precise year of erection 
could not be deciphered, however, according to its tenants; it dates back to more than 100 years. Its 
present owner is Mr. Mumtaz Sheikh, who belongs to the memon community. The ownership is shared 
with 4 other partners who reside abroad and occasionally pay a visit.  
 
The ground floor is completely occupied by cloth shops which are rented to their tenants on ‘pugree’ 
system. The cloth market branch of Muslim Commercial Bank is also on the ground floor. Towards the 
façade, the upper floors are also cloth shops, whereas there are offices and godowns towards its center. 
This building was initially constructed as a G+1 structure, but towards its core, a G+8 storey structure has 
been erected by its present owners. Various offices are located in this multi-storied structure, which are 
also rented.  



The original building is a beautiful stone structure, with features typical to those of colonial architecture. 
Along its main façade is an arcade which apparently runs all around a central open space. However, the 
new addition is a blatant mismatch, being completely out of context and scale with the existing structure.  
 
The present condition of the building as described above is indicative of the fact, that the jarring new 
addition to this originally beautiful structure would be the chief drawback that could prevent the 
building’s transformation into a museum. 
 
 
2 Latif Market/ Goverdhandas Market  
 
Initially known as Goverdhandas market, this building lies on the junction of Bunder Road and Saleh 
Mohammed Street. Its primary function is that of a cloth market. This building dates back to 1895 and is 
owned by Latif Delhiwala, from where it gets its present name.  
 
Just as the preceding building, Latif Market houses the cloth market on its ground floor, whereas on the 
upper two floors of this beautiful G+2 structure, are offices of satin and thread manufacturing companies. 
All along its outer façade, on the first floor there is an arcaded gallery. Furthermore, additional shop 
cabins are under construction on the first floor.  
 
This building is also a stone structure with wooden openings and arcades. Its plan is such, that all shops 
surround a central void from where the vertical circulation is also possible. The physical condition of the 
building is quite distraught, especially from the interior.  
 
The building plan could conveniently adapt to the requirements of the museum. But a lot of effort would 
be required in its rehabilitation, for this purpose.  
 
 
3 CochinwaLa Market Karsandhas Moollee Jaitha Cloth Market  
 
This market lies at the junction of Newnham Road and Laxmidas Street. Being located in the hub of the 
cloth market, the ground floor of this market is also occupied by cloth market offices, shops and cloth 
market branch of Prime Commercial bank which faces Newnham Road. This building dates back to 1914 
and is owned by Mr Mohammad Tariq, who is the son of it original owner, the late Mr Rehmatullah.  

 With cloth market shops and offices on the ground floor, the upper two floors of this G+2 building are 
occupied by offices and godowns.  

This building is yet another eye-catching example of colonial architecture. It mainly comprises of yellow 
stone, but its physical condition at the moment needs to be upgraded. The plan of the building is also 
reflected in its façade.  
 
Laxmidas street is adorned with mostly old buildings, dating back to almost 100 years old. However, 
there are two major buildings, namely, Mohammadi Cloth Market and Dada Chambers, which are 
relatively new additions (1970-80).  
  
The older lot, start with Cochinwala Market (Karsandhas Mooljee Jaitha Cloth Market), which is one of 
the major contributors to the wholesale cloth market in the area. The planning of the buildings is such, 
that from the exterior, their facades appear as long, uninterrupted stretches, but from the inside there is a 
courtyard, which, being a source of daylight is a welcome relief from the dark, narrow alleys between the 
shop stalls, as well as the congested market-place.  



On the ground floor are shops of cloth wholesalers, whereas the upper floors house the offices. This 
market is a beautiful, almost century-old structure, in a decrepit state. 1-lowever, the rough stone on the 
façade with rounded arched, wooden windows embedded at regular intervals presents a picturesque view 
of the building while approaching it from Bunder Road through Saleh Mohammad Street.  
 
 
4 Ashiqali S. Lalan  
 
This beautiful architectural edifice according to its owners dates back to approximately 200 years. It lies 
on Ali Akbar lane, which is perpendicular to Rampart Road, adjacent to a mosque. As the name suggests, 
this purely residential building is owned by Ashiqali S Lalan, and is now inhabited by his children.  
  
This G+2 building immediately holds the observer’s eye from its main access at the street end. It is a 
beautiful blend of yellow stone with wooden jafferies on the main façade. Ali Akbar lane, being a 
residential lane, is extremely narrow and widens towards its extreme end.  
 
There is obvious religious dominance in the area with two mazaars and a mosque in the immediate 
vicinity of the building. One of the mazaars is directly adjacent to it.  
 
 
5 Iqbal Market/ Miller’s Market  
 
One of the more commercial buildings, the Miller’s Market, as it was earlier known, is sandwiched 
between Newnham Road and Rampart Road with each of its main facades facing the two roads. 
According to the shopkeepers, this market is approximately 115 years old. Along with Fakhruddin 
Millwala, who is its main owner, the ownership is shared between 29 owners.  
 
On its ground floor, the cloth market lies on the periphery, whereas godowns are located towards its inner 
courtyard. On the first floor is a makeshift school, while the 2 floor is occupied by residences. The inner 
courtyard is surrounded by an arcaded walkway towards the periphery on the mezzanine level.  
 
This market is in an even more dilapidated condition than its above mentioned counterparts (Mustafa, 
Latif and Cochinwala Cloth markets) with its façade fast decaying. However, the plan is extremely 
directional with one main entrance on the front façade and two exits on either side of the central axis.  
 
 
6 Miller’s Market (b)  
 
Dating back to almost a 100 years this beautiful stone building has been painted pink on its Rampart Row 
façade. Initially a G+2 structure, a new floor has been added callously on its roof, which is an evidence of 
the rough treatment the old buildings in the Old town are going through. Its owner’s name could not be 
known. The ground floor is occupied by some PCO’s. According to the shopkeepers on the ground floor, 
the upper floors are presently abandoned.  
 
There is a marked difference in the features of the 1st and 2nd floors of the building, although they have 
been built in the same period. The treatment of the rounded arches around the windows, as well as the 
finishing materials on both floors is different.  
 
 
7 New Construction (of bare concrete blocks)  
 



8 Aslam Cloth Market  
 
A new G+4 structure, this building is most probably owned by ‘Aslam’ as is suggested from the name of 
the cloth market and the adjacent guest house facing Newnham Road (Aslam Guest House).  
 
A new structure, reaching to G+4 lacks any particular architectural significance. It has been built 
approximately in the last 10-15 years. 

 
8a Aslam Guest House  
 
Situated on the rear of Aslam Cloth Market, a portion of the guest house is G+4 and the other half is G+8. 
This guest house is only one of its kind in the area documented.  
 
 
9 Bhatkal Cloth Market  
 
Another G+4 new structure, this market is one of the newer additions to the buildings of the area. The 
entire building houses the retail and wholesale activity of cloth. On the upper floors however, are offices 
of the cloth market dealers.  
 
 
10 S.M. Ismail Azad & Co  
 
Another G+4 new construction in the area, this building also houses the wholesale and retail activity of 
the cloth market.  
 
 
11 New Building  
 
 
12 National Cloth Store  
 
This is also a G+4 structure with the wholesale and retail activity of the cloth market in progress.  
 
 
13 Siraj Cloth Market  
 
This building is located on the site of what was once a beautiful old colonial structure, housing the first 
ever, dupatta market of Pakistan. The function remains the same, i.e. of the dupatta market. However, its 
previous counterpart was brutally pulled down and replaced by what stands today.  
 
With each of its main façade facing the adjacent Roads, Rampart Row and Newnham Road, this building 
is now the property of Akhtar and Suhail Delhiwala, two brothers. On its upper floors are around 300 
offices, while there are 113 shops on the ground floor. The shops are partially on ownership and partially 
on ‘pagree’ system.  
 
The main reason of the earlier structure being pulled down seems to be occupation of greater space, and 
in turn a greater number of shops. The previous building according to old shopkeepers had bigger 
corridors and centrally located open spaces. The remains of the old building are still visible in the form of 
some cornices between the ground floor and the first floor.  



14 Jamil Cloth Market  
 
Also said to be dating back to at least 100 years, Jamil Market, once a great example of colonial 
architecture, has now been reduced to shambles. Its original façade may be termed as a combination of 
colonial and Bombay-style architecture. The rounded balconies seem to be a later addition to the original 
structure. However, what stands today, is a brutally maltreated version of what could once be termed as 
an architectural beauty.  
 
The balcony on the first floor has been totally blocked, with its embedded grill retained for ventilation 
purposes. No regard, whatsoever has been kept for the external outlook of the building, which now 
appears to be an eyesore. 
  
There are various eatery shops on the ground floor, encroached outward toward the street. There are 4-5 
offices on the ground floor, with the first floor presently used for storage purposes and partially 
abandoned.  
 
 
15 Thaker Lal Jee Lakhmi Das Cloth Market  
 
The Thaker Lal Jee Lakhmi Das building is located on main Newnham Road. This building is also 
estimated to be more than hundred years old by its owners. Its owner’s name could not be known, 
however the owners are residing on the upper floors. It is flanked on either side by two new structures 
which or not at all in conformity with the context.  
 
This building has been declared a heritage building. Its façade is to be conserved, whereas the inner land 
use might be changed and converted into a Bank.  
The building is G+2 with the ground floor including Bank Alhabib, Esmail Abdul Sattar & Bros, Central 
Fibre industries and Faysal Bank. The upper two floors are residences of the owners. This beautiful Neo-
Gothic style building is extremely eye-catching and stands out in its surroundings. 
  
There is an extension of the cloth market on the ground floor, whereas on the upper two floors are offices 
and workshops of cloth folding. The entire structure is made in stone with rounded arches for openings.  
 
 
16 Ateeq Market  
 
Situated at the junction of Newnham Road and Mooljee Street, this building is said to date back to pre-
partition. Its present state is a strong evidence of the fact that just as its above mentioned counterparts, 
almost no care is been taken in this regard. It was initially owned by three partners, but has now been sold 
to different individual owners. There are different shops on the ground floor, whereas the upper two floors 
are occupied by offices and residences of the owners.  
 
 
17 Lotus Manzil (Haridas Laljee)  
 
Situated at the rear of Thakerdas Laljee Lakhmi Das building, this building was initially called Haridas 
Laljee its owner, and the brother of Thakerdas Laljee. It is said that the two brothers built the two 
buildings which are separated by a central courtyard. Of the two buildings which are now sold, Thakerdas 
Laljee has been declared a heritage building and its façade is to be conserved, while the building function 
will be converted to that of a bank.  



A G+2 structure, on the ground floor is the National Bank of Pakistan. The upper two floors are occupied 
by residences presently. The name of the present owner of the building could not be known.  
 
 
18 Memon Manzil  
 
This building dates back to at least 40 years. It is located at the junction of Rampart Row and Tejpal 
Road. It is reminiscent of Bombay style architecture. Its owners include Mohammad Haji Omer and 10 
others. There are shops and offices on the ground floor, while there are residences on the upper floors.  
 
 
19 New Construction (Mooljee Street)  
 
 
I 9a Bank Al- Falah  
  
Situated on Laxmidas Street amidst two beautiful old structures, this is a completely new G+3 building 
with a curtain-wall façade occupied entirely by Bank Al-Falah’s cloth market branch.  
 
Immediately adjacent to the Cochinwala Market it is a new structure, built in the last 10-15 years, and a 
total mismatch with its surroundings.  
 
 
20  Gosala  
 
This G+4 building which dates back to pre-partition, is located at the junction of Laxmidas street and 
Mooljee Street. It is strongly reminiscent of Bombay- style architecture. The upper floors are residences 
whereas the ground floor is occupied by various shops and offices. The owners’ names could not be 
known.  
 
 
21 Khwaja House  
 
The old name of this building according to the residents and neighbors is ‘Gosala’ its approximate date of 
erection is 1938. The names of the owners could not be known, however the owners are also the residents 
of the upper 3 storeys/ floors.  
 
There is an office of MD Mushtaq & co, Abdul Rahim Brothers and shops of the cloth market on the 
ground floor. This building is relatively new than the preeding buildings with features reminiscent of 
Bombay-style architecture 
.  
 
22 Renovated Old Building  
 
Situated opposite Gosala on Mooljee Street, this building dates back to almost 40 years. Initially, the 
building was G+2, but the height has now been increased to G+4 by addition of 2 new floors. The original 
style of the building has not been kept into consideration. The new floors are a total mismatch and are 
disturbing to the eye.  
 
 
 



23 Renovated Old Building  
 
Situated opposite Khwaja House on Mooljee Street, this building dates back to almost 40 years. Initially, 
the building was G+2, but the height has now been increased to G+4 by addition of 2 new floors. The 
original style of the building has not been kept into consideration. The new floors are a total mismatch 
and are disturbing to the eye.  
 
 
24 Ahmed Centre  
 
Adjacent to Khwaja House on Chaagla Street, Ahmed Center was built in 1982. Being from the newer lot, 
this building also appears to be a contrast from its surroundings. Its owner is Mr Habib Ahmed and it has 
various offices on the ground floor. Being G+mez+5, the adjoining Chaagla street remains shaded even at 
daytime.  
 
 
25 Haji Mallahlo Haii Habib  
 
Situated adjacent to Ahmed Centre, Haji Mallahlo Haji Habib, is named after its owner. This G+4 
structure dates back to pre-partition days. There are cloth market shops and offices on the ground floor, 
and residences on the upper floors. The shops have been given on ‘pagree’ system.  
 
 
26 Zohra Salaamat Mansion  
 
Situated on Laxmidas Street, this mansion is very similar to the preceding building. Its period of 
construction is also the same, i.e. 1938. The name of the owner could not be known. The building is also 
G+3+ parapets. On the ground floor, is art extension of the neighboring cloth market. On the upper floors 
are cloth folding godowns.  

 
27 HarGovindas  
 
Located at the junction of Chaagla street and Mooljee street, HarGovindas is a G+3 building dating back 
to approximately 60 years. There are a multiple owners of this building. On its ground floor is an office of 
Aero Asia airlines and clothlyarn godowns. On the upper floors are residences which are partially owned 
and partially given on rent.  
 
Its rounded façade painted light green with pink and green projected vertical lines are reminiscent of pre-
partition architecture.  
 
 
28 Commission Agent Association Building  
 
This G+3 building dates back to pre-partition. On its ground floor is the Kutiyana Memon Association 
office, whereas on the upper floors are residences. This building was initially a custodian building. At the 
time of partition claims were allotted to people from India and the properties were hence handed over to 
the people who had migrated.  
 
 



 
29 Khwaja House II  
 
Situated adjacent to the Commission Agent building, this G+3 structure also dates back to pre-partition. 
There is an office on its ground floor, whereas residences are situated on its upper floors.  

It is painted yellow and has red projected stripes running down the façade vertically. Its physical features 
depict the period in which it was constructed.  
 
 
30 Aziz Manzil/ Khoobchand Fatehchand  
 
The old name of this building is Khoobchand Fatehchand. It’s a G+3 building dating back to pre-partition 
and is situated on Chaagla Street. On the ground floor are fabric offices, whereas there is a womens’ 
madrassaon the upper floors. The building has been painted pink and its third floor is a recent addition to 
this otherwise old structure 
 
 
31 Khatbai Building  
 
This building is located on Laxmidas street. It is estimated to be more than 100 years old. There are 
separate owners whose names could not be deciphered. It is a G+3 structure with the cloth market shops 
on the ground floor. There are offices of cloth dealers and a lawyer’s office (S.M. Azmi) on the upper 
floors.  
 
 
32 Puri Manzil  
 
This building is situated on Laxmidas street. It is also estimated to be more than 100 years old. Its initial 
owner was Nisar Pun, after whom this building is named, however at present it is owned by 3-4 owners. It 
is a G+2 structure with the cloth market on the ground floor and cloth folding godowns on the upper 
floors.  
 
 
33 lbrahimjee Hakimjee Building  
 
This building is also situated on Laxmidas street. It is more than 100 years old. At present, it is partially 
owned by lbrahimjee Hakimjee (after whom it is named) and is presently rented out. It is a G+3 structure 
with a newly added 4th floor of bare concrete blocks. The cloth market is on the ground floor, whereas 
there are cloth folding godowns on the upper floors.  
 
 
34 Mayat Building  
 
This building is also located on Laxmidas street. Its year of erection was 1935 and is owned by Mr Sultan 
(from India). It is a G+4 structure with the upper 2 floors a recent and illegal addition. The cloth market is 
situated on the ground floor. The new floors are residences which are rented out on ‘pugree’ system, 
whereas the lower two floors have been abandoned by the people initially residing in them.  
 
 



 
35 Tower Market! Ramchand Keshvdas  
 
Tower market, as it is now called, probably since the Merewether tower is in its immediate vicinity. Its 
approximate year of erection is 1918 and its owner is Mr Iqbal Ahmad who attained custody of this 
building in exchange at the time of Partition. It is a G+3 structure with the mezzanine renovated and 
added upon. There are cloth, photocopy, Chai and Samosa shops on the ground floor. The upper floors are 
partially abandoned and there are folding godowns on the upper floors.  
 
 
36 Mohammadi Cloth Market  
 
  
37 Dada Chambers  
 
Situated opposite Mayat building on Laxmidas street, this building is estimated to be about 70-80 years 
old. It belongs to the Dada Trust, and is on 80% ownership and 20% rent. It is a G+4 structure with the 
cloth market spread on the ground floor and its offices on the upper floors.  
 
 
38 Zohra Manzil  
 
Situated at the junction of Mooljee Street and Bund Gully, this building dates back to post-partition. It is 
owned by Rehman Builders who own quite a few properties in the area. Initially a 0+3 building, the 
fourth floor is a later addition. On the ground floor are offices which are given on rent, whereas on the 
upper floors are residences which are also given on rent.  
 
 
39 Al-Hilal Chamber  
 
Situated on Bund Gully, Al-HiIaI Chamber was constructed in 1975. Its a G+5  
purely residential building. The name of its owner could not be known. Being a relatively recent 
construction, it appears that the new building has been constructed on two plots.  
 
 
40 Paarpati Building  
 
The most eye-catching building on this street which is residential in nature. The main reason being, that 
this lane terminates at a dead end, leaving no chance for haphazard traffic circulation as is prevalent in the 
entire area. 
  
Paarpati building dates back to pre-partition and has multiple owners. On the ground floor of this G+3 
building are cloth godowns, whereas on the upper two floors are godowns of cloth folding.  
 
It has a beautiful stone finish with wooden openings, but the main reason for the deterioration of the 
structure is the cloth folding activity and the presence of godowns in it.  
 
 
 
 
 



41 Faisal Palace  
 
A new construction located on Moolji Street situated at a significal corner on the street which culminates 
on Bunder Road. This G+5 structure has shops and offices on the ground floor, with residences on the 
upper floor. The name of its owner could not be known. It is a good example of the rapid apartment-
invasion in the area. It appears to be totally out of scale and context with its context and surroundings.  
Situated in an area where there is a stronghold of old buildings dating back to the late 19th century, this 
building appears to be a complete misfit in its surroundings.  
 
 
42 Motiwala Market  
 
Situated on Mooljee Street, this huge G+7 structure occupied a major portion of the street. It is a new 
structure with offices on all the floors. Owing to its commercial nature, the entire street is lined with 
hawkers and vendors selling items ranging from eatables to chai stalls. This huge building is a new 
structure of concrete and appears to be quite in contrast with its surroundings, especially the surrounding 
old buildings.  
 
 
43 Baitul Ham’d  
 
Situated on main Bunder Road, this building appears to be a breath of fresh air amongst the clutter of 
huge concrete towers and downtrodden old colonial structures. Initially an old building, it has been 
renovated with its original façade retained. In this G+2 structure is now located Habib Bank.  
 
 
44 Sind Market  
 
Another building dating back to pre-partition days, Sind Market is a G+4 structure with a central 
courtyard. There are offices on all floors of the building. The physical condition of the building is 
extremely distraught. The offices have been allocated on lease system. Adjustments in the building façade 
have been made by individual owners of the offices.  
 
 
45 Banaras Saaree House  
 
Situated on the junction of main Bunder Road and Saleh Mohammad Street, this building dates back to 
post-partition. It appears to be an addition to an initially old structure adjacent to it (on Saleh Mohammad 
Street). The façade of this building is rounded, and painted green. It was initially a G+2 structure, with the 
third floor a later addition of bare, broken concrete blocks. There are godowns and offices on the upper 
floors, while shops of Banaras Saaree are on the ground floor.  
 
 
46 Old Building  
 
This beautiful old, G+2 structure has been constructed completely in stone. There is an arcaded gallery on 
the 2nd floor, which runs all along the main façade. There are offices and shops on the ground floor, 
hereas godowns of these shops and offices are on the upper floors.  
 
 



 
47 Old Building  
 
This is also an extremely old building on Saleh Mohammad Street dating back to approximately 100 
years. The upper floors of the building are in an extremely downtrodden condition. There are offices on 
the ground floor, and a cloth market branch of Bolan Bank Ltd on the ground floor. The upper floors are 
used for residential purposes by the workers.  
 
 
48 Alam Cloth Market  
 
Initially an old G+1 building, two completely new floors have been added to make it a G+3 building. 
There are some offices and the cloth market branch of United Bank Ltd on the ground floor. The upper 
floors are used as godowns of the offices on the ground floor.  

 
49 New Construction  

 
50a New Construction  

 
50b United Bank Ltd  
 
 
50c Madina Cloth Market  
 
Also a new construction, this building was initially G+2 with the third floor a later addition to the 
structure. There are offices on all the floors of the building.  
 
 
50d Dawood Cotton Mills  
 
Also a new construction, this building was initially G+2 with the third floor a later addition to the 
structure. There are offices on all the floors of the building.  
 
 
51 Feroze Mansion  
 
This building is located on the junction of Newnham Road and Laxmidas street. It is flanked on either 
side by two G+4 new structures which or not at all in conformity with the context. The exact date of 
construction could not be determined, however it was assumed to be more than 100 years old. The name 
of is owner could also not be known. 
 
There is an extension of the cloth market on the ground floor, whereas on the upper two floors are offices 
and workshops of cloth folding. The entire structure is made in stone with rounded arches for openings.  
 
 
 
 



52 Kasim Center  
 
There are cloth shops on the ground floor of this G+4 new building with offices on its upper floors. This 
building is also a new construction in its surroundings.  
 
 
53 Aswani & Co  
 
This building dates back to at least 50 years old. Its projected balconies are reminiscent of its Bombay-
style architecture. The balconies have now been converted into grilled cages.  
 
 
54 Faisal Market  
 
A new construction of G+4, this building houses cloth market offices and shops on the ground floor, 
whereas there are offices on the upper floors.  
 
 
55 Dhaidhi Center  
 
A new construction of G+5, this building houses cloth market offices and shops on the ground floor, 
whereas there are offices on the upper floors.  
 
 
56 Mehran Cloth Market  
 
This building is Mez+2, with a passage underneath for circulation purposes. There is a mosque partially 
on the ground floor and partially on the upper floor. The remaining portion of the building is occupied by 
cloth market shops.  
 
 
57 Allahwala Market  
 
A beautiful old colonial building, dating back to approximately 100 years, is owned by Abdul Aziz and 
Dr Shahabuddin, the latter residing in USA. There are cloth market shops on the ground floor, while the 
upper floors are used for residential and storage purposes of the cloth market and its workers.  
According to the shopkeepers, plans to demolish this building and construct a more cramped one with 
more floors have almost been finalized by its owners.  
 
 
58 Old Building  
 
This building with its façade facing Newnham Road, is G+3 with godowns of the opposite Bhatkal Cloth 
Market partially located on its upper floors. The remaining portion of this building has been abandoned.  
 
 
59 lqbal Cloth Market  
 
A huge retail and wholesale market entirely occupying the ground floor, the lqbal Cloth Market has 
godowns of its shops on the upper floors (accessible only by the concerned staff/personnel).  
 



60 Paper Godown  
 
An extremely downtrodden structure in shambles, this building is presently abandoned. It is located on 
Machimiani Road 1. According to the neighboring shopkeepers, it is more than a hundred years old. Its 
owner, Ghafoor Ahmad Surti has an office near Denso Hall by name of Paper Godown.  
 
It’s a ground-only structure made in stone. All along its boundary wall are encroached shops and stalls of 
motor mechanics, spare parts dealers, etc. From the inside, the building is in two modules (barracks) 
situated around a central courtyard. Each barrack has a pitched roof, with only minor remains of it left 
presently. It’s a completely symmetrical plan, with one main entrance. There is a central open space and 
the two blocks are placed alongside the longer edges.  
 
This building appears to be an extremely suitable proposition for the museum. The structure can be 
upgraded using the same vocabulary with the two halls being the main gallery spaces.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  



List of road/streets 
  
S.NO  OLD NAME  NEW NAME  

I  Bunder Road  MA. Jinnah Road  

2  Newnham Road  Fakhr-e-Matri Road  

3  Rampart Row  Bombay Bazaar Road/Adamjee Dawood Road  

4  Laxmidas Street  Haji Jan Mohammad Daagha Road  

5  Saleh Mohammad Street  Saleh Mohammad Street  

6  Chaagla Street  Barkaati Street  

7  Mooljee Street  Mooljee Street  

8  TejpaI Street  Tejpal Street  

9  Khoja Lane  All Akbar Lane  

IC  Bund Gully  Bund Gully  

II  Machimiani Road 1 Machimiani Road 1 

  

  

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

  



CONTACT ADDRESSES OF OWNERS  

 
Goverdhandas Market  
(Latif Market)  

 
Latif Delhiwaaia  
280 B, Latif Cloth Market  
Tel # 2434321  

 
Yousuf Humaini (secretary of owner, Latif DelhiwaLa) 
 Tel# 2440060  
 
Half the shops in Latif Market are on “pagree’ system  

Siraj Cloth Market  
(Laalan Cloth Market)  

 
Owner: Akhtar & Suhail Delhiwala (brothers) 
 Tel# 2410003  
(may be contacted after 5pm)  



Bldg # Building Name Location (Road) Date Owner Dimension # of floors Ground floor landuse Upper floors Other remarks 

1 

Mustafa Cloth Market  
Old name: Fuddoo Building  
(named after Ghulam Ali  
Fuddoo) 

Bunder Road More than 
100 years old 

Mumtaz Sheikh  
(Memon)  

(4 partners residing  
abroad) 

 
- 

G+1 (façade) G+8 
(center) 

Cloth Market  
Muslim Commercial Bank 

Cloth market 
(towards the façade) 

Offices & Cloth 
godowns (towards 

the center) 

Renovated from inside, 
shops partially owned, 

partially on “pagree” system 

2 Latif Market  
(Goverdhandas Market) 

Bunder Road/ Saleh 
Mohd Street 

1895 Latif Delhiwala 

Laxmidas 
Street  

(I) I 97’-6”  
Saleh Mohd 

Street  
(entire street 

length) 

G+2 Cloth Market 
 

Offices 
(Satin/thread) 

(gallery infront) 

Shop cabins under 
construction on 1st floor 

3 
Cochinwala Market  
Old name: Karsandhas  
Mooljee Jaitha Cloth Market 

Laxmidas Street 
(Newnham Road) 1914 Late Rehmatullah’s 

son: Mohd Tariq 

-  
(I) 180’-D” 
Newnham  
(I) 160-O” 
Laxmidas  
(1) 66-0” 
Mooljee  

- 

G+2 

Cloth Market Offices + 
Cloth Market Shops  

Prime Commercial Bank  
(On rear street) 

Offices & Godowns  

4 Ashiqali S Lalan Ali Akbar Lane 200 years old Ashiq Ali S Lalan  G+2 Residences Residences  

5. 
lqbal Market/Muslim Cloth Mkt  
Old name: Millers Market (a) Rampart Road 

115-1170 
years old 

Fahruddin Milwala 
(29 owners)  G+2 Cloth Market (towards ext) 

Godowns (towards interior) 
1st floor: school  

2nd floor residences  

6. Miller’s Market (b) (painted pink 
from one side) Rampart Road 100 years old    3rd floor new  

addition (broken) .  

7 New construction of bare concrete 
blocks 

Rampart Road    G+ 1 Cloth Market   

8 Aslam Cloth Market Newnham Road New Const   G+4/ G+6 Guest House Guest House  
8a Aslam Guest House Rampart Road New Const   G+4 Cloth Market Cloth Market  

9 Bhatkal Cloth Market Rampart Road New Const   G+4 Cloth Market Offices Cloth 
Market 

 

10 S.M. Ismail Azad & Co (SSGC) Rampart Road New Const   G+4 Cloth Market & offices   
11 New Building Rampart Road New Const   G+4 Cloth Market   
12 National Cloth Store Rampart Road New Const   G+4 Cloth Market Offices  

13 

Siraj Cloth Market  
(Old Name: Nur Mahamed  
Lalan Cloth Market) 
 
 

Rampart Row/ 
Tejpal  

Road/Newnham 
Road 

 

1994 Akhtar & Suhail 
Qelhiwala (brothers)  G+4  

‘ 

Cloth Market (113 shops)  
(1st dupatta market of  

Pakistan) 
300 Offices 

Built on the site of a 100 
year old building, which 

was demolished to construct 
a new, cramped building to 
accommodate a greater # of 
shops. Remains of the old 
building are still visible. 

Shops are partially given on 
“pagree” and partially 

ownership basis, 



Bldg # Building Name Location (Road) Date Owner Dimension # of floors Ground floor landuse Upper floors Other remarks 

14 Jamil Cloth Market  
Old Name:(Manhari Building,.?) 

Tejpal Street & 
Newnham Road 100 years Anis Ahmad s/o Jamil 

Ahmad 

(I) 40-0’ 
(Tejpal Str)  
(I) 79’-O” 

(Laxmidas) 

G+2 

Halwa Shop  
Juice Shop  
Cloth Shop  

Biryani Shop  
Haji Abdul Karim & Bros  

Importers & exporters  
3 unnamed offices  

Abid Brothers 

Abandoned Shops on ground floor given 
on rent 

15 Thaker Lal Jee Lakhmi Das Cloth 
Market 

Newnham Road/ 
Fakhr-e-Matri Road 

& Moolji Street 
100 years Multiple owners (1) 102’-6” 

(d) 30’-0” G+2 

Bank Al-Habib  
Esmail Abdul Sattar & Bros  

Central Fibre Industries  
Site reserved for Faysal Bank  

Faysal Bank  
Haji Abdul Sattar Dheedi  
2438843 - (0321)328587  
Ishaqabad Trade Center  
Staromer Corporation 

Storage & 
Residences 

It has been declared a 
heritage building. Its façade 
is to be conserved, whereas 

the inner portion will be 
occupied by Faysal Bank 
(Cloth Market Branch)  

Repair is in progress, only 
façade is remaining 

16 Ateeq Market  
Ishaqa bad Trade Center 

Newnham Road & 
Moolji Street Pre-Partition 

3 partners initially, 
now sold to different 

parties/owners 
 G+2 

G+4 

Pak Lace Center 235154  
Tea Shop  

Kader Echosound Electric  
Decoration & Stage Services  

2436734  
Lafayette Industries Synthetics  

2443841 

Offices & 
Residences  

17 Lotus Manzil Old Name: Haridas 
LaIjee Bldg 

Rampart Row/ 
Bombay Bazaar Rd/ 
Adamjee Dawood 

Rd 

100 years 
Haridas Laljee (now 

sold to multiple 
owners) 

(I) 52’-6” 
(d) 1 8’-9” G+2 National Bank of Pakistan Residences 

Thaker Laijee L.akhmi Das 
& Haridas Laljee were two 
brothers who constructed 
two buildings adjacent to 

each other, connected by a 
courtyard 

18 Memon Manzil 

Rampart Row/ 
Bombay Bazaar Rd/  
Adamjee Dawood 

Rd 

35-40 years Mohammad Haji 
Omer & 10 others 

(I) 50’-O” 
(d) 25’-0” G+4 

Cloth Market wholesale shop 
F.A. International       2435289                               

2443200  
Adam Abdul Ghany    2420357 

2436323 
 
 
 
 

Residences  

19 New Constrution Mooljee Street   
 

 G+3 Offices Offices  

19A Bank Al-Falah Lakhmidas Street  
 
  G+3    

20 Gosala 
Mooljee Street/ 
Laxmidas Street Pre-Partition 

 
 
 
 

(I) 50’-O” 
(Mooljee)  

. 
G+4 Moonlight Corporation Offices Residences  



Bldg # Building Name Location (Road) Date Owner Dimension # of floors Ground floor landuse Upper floors Other remarks 

21 Khwaja House Mooljee Street / 
Laxmidas Street Pre-Partition  (I) 40’-0 

(Mooljee) G+4 Baghdadi Textiles Mag Textile 
Corporation Residences  

22 Renovated Old Building Mooljee Street    G+4 Value Fabrics 2438029 Residences 
Initially an old G+2 bldg 2 

additional floors a later 
intervention 

23 Renovated Old Building Mooljee Street Pre-Partition   G+4  Residences 

Initially an old G+2 bldg  
2 additional floors a later  

intervention (opposite 
Khwaja  
House) 

24 
Abmed Centre  
(Habib Ahmed)  

B.R.5.29.2.A Chagla Street 

Chaagla Street) 
Barkaati Street 1982 Mr Habib Abmed  G+mez+5 

Gadit Law Associates  
A Rehman Gadit Advocate  

Shafiq Stamp Vendor &  
Notary Public  

Cloth Shop 

Residences  

25 Haji Mallahlo Haji Habib Chaagla Street Pre-Partition Family of Haji Mahalo 
/Haji Habib ‘ G+4 Cloth Market Offices & Shops Residences Shops on ‘pagree’ system 

26 Zohra Salaamat Chaagla Street & 
Lakhmidas Street 1938   G+4 Cloth Market Offices & Shops Cloth Folding 

Godowns  

27 HarGovindas Chaagla Street & 
Mooljee Street 60 years old Multiple Owners (I) 40’-O” G+3 

G.Oadir Barkaati Corporation  
lqra Builders  

Cloth Godowns  
Aero Asia 

Residences (partially 
owned partially 

rented) 

Light Green paint with pink 
& green lines 

28 Commission Agent Association 
Building 

Chaagla Street Pre-Partition Ahmad Hussaini (I) 25’-O” G+3 
Kutiyana Memon Association  

4928944  
4928625 

Residences 

Initially a custodian bldg 
Claims were granted to 
people from India and 
properties were hence 

allotted to people who had 
migrated. 

29 Khwaja House-Il Chaagla Street Pre-Partition  (I) 26’-O” G+3 Ruby Trading Co Residences Yellow paint with red 
stripes 

30 
Aziz Manzil  
Old name:  

Khoobchand Fatehchand 
Chaagla Street Pre-Partition  (I) 44’-0” G+3 

Esmail Giga, 123 Chaagla Str  
Classic Fabrics  

Haji Mohammad & Co 

Madrassa-e- 
Taleemul Quran for 

women 

Pink paint 3rd floor a later 
addition 

31 Khatbai Building Chaagla Street) 
Laxmidas Street 

More than 
100 years old 

Individual owners 
 

 G+3 Cloth Market 
Offices of cloth 

dealers  
Lawyer: S M Azmi 

 

32 Puri  MANZIL Laxmidas Street More than 
100 years old 

Initial: Nisar Puri 
Present:3-4 owners 

 
 G+2 Cloth Market Cloth folding 

godwons  

33 Ibrahimjee Hakimjee Laxmidas Street More than 
100 years old 

Partially owned by 
Ibrahinjee Hakimjee 

presently on rent 
 

G+4 
4th floor new 

addition of bare  
concrete blocks 

Cloth Market Cloth folding 
godwons 

 



Bldg # Building Name Location (Road) Date Owner Dimension # of floors Ground floor landuse Upper floors Other remarks 

34 Mayat Building Laxmidas Street 1935 Mr Sultan (from India)  

G+4  
upper 2 storeys a 
recent & illegal 

addition 

Cloth Market 

Upper 2 floors 
residences on 

‘pugree’ system, 
lower 2 floors 
abandoned by 

residents 

 

35 
Tower Market  

Old name: Ramchand Keshvdas Laxmidas Street 1918 

Mr lqbal Ahmad 
(attained ownership in 
exchange at the time 

of partition 

 

G +3  
(Mezzanine  

renovated & added 
upon) 

Cloth, Photocopy, Chai & Samosa 
shops 

Partially empty + 
folding godowns  

36 Mohammadi Cloth Market  New Const       

37 
Dada Chambers  

(opposite Mayat building) Laxmidas Street 
70-80 years 

old 

Dada Trust  
80% ownership  

20% rent 
     

38 Zohra Manzit Bund Gully Post-
Partition Rehman Builders (1)36-0” G+3+1 Offices on rent Residences on rent 

Initially an old structure - 
façade facing Mooljee Str 
rebuilt, other half in Bund 

Gully old construction 

39 Al-Hilal Chambers Bund Gully 1975  
(1)40-0”  

 G+5 Residences Residences 

 
 
 
 
 

40 Paarpati Building Bund Gully Pre-Partition Multiple owners (I) 22’-6” G+3 Cloth Godowns Godowns/Cloth 
folding 

 

41 
Faisal Palace  

(Multi-storeyed apartment block) Mooljee Street New Const   G+5 

DGB Plastic House  
Wholesale Cloth Shops  
Fatami Travels 2436856  

2432309 

Residences  

42 Motiwaala Market Mooljee Street New Const   G+7 
Piracha Rector Waiting Agency  

2443833  
2415908 

Offices  

43 Baitul Ham’d Bunder Road Pre-Partition Habib Bank Ltd  G+2 Habib Bank Ltd Offices Façade renovated 

44 Sind Market Bunder Road Pre-Partition Individual ownership 
of offices 

 G+4 
Allied Bank Ltd  

Lakhany Silk Mills  
TNT Express 

Offices H.E. Katchi 
& sons 

Shops allocated on lease 
system. Entire building in an 

extremely dilapidated 
condition. Adjustments in 
façade done by individual 
owners, eg. bare concrete 

blocks in the façade. 



Bldg # Building Name Location (Road) Date Owner Dimension # of floors Ground floor landuse   

45 Banaras Saaree House Bunder Road/ Saleh 
Mohd Street 

Post-
Partition 

Ownership of shop- 
owners 

(I) 43-9”  
 G+2+1 Banaras Saaree House shops Godowns/ Offices 

The third floor is a later 
addition of bare, broken 

concrete blocks. This 
building is built on a portion 
of an existing old structure 
adjacent to it. The period in 
which this building has been 
erected is around 50 years 

ago. 

46 Old Building Saleh Mohd Street 
100 years old 

approx   G+2 

Mahboob Bakhsh (lhraam/Jaa  
Namaz)  

Paracha Money Exchange Co  
24139171- 2251671-225547 

Cargo International 
Services  

0300-2323724  
Godowns of offices 

& shops 

A beautiful old structure 
with the first floor 

completely in stone, and the 
second floor an arcaded 
gallery from the façade 

47 Old Building Saleh Mohd Street 
100 years old 

approx   G + 2 
Golan Bank Ltd  

Texmaco  
Haroon Plastic 

Residences 
The upper floors of the bldg 

are in an extremely 
dilapidated condition 

48 Alam Cloth Market Saleh Mohd Street 
Partially old 
& partially 

new 
  

G+1 (initially)  
2 completely  

new floors added 

GuI Ahmed  
United Bank Ltd  

Dilon Ltd 
Godowns . 

49 New Building Saleh Mohd Street New Const  (I) 22-6”  
Salman Fabrics 2443311 Allied 

Bank Ltd  
lqbal Textile 

Jubilee Fabrics  
Cargo Cooperation  

2444001-5 
 

50a New Building Saleh Mohd Street New Const   G+4 Shops Wholesale cloth 
shops 

 

50b United Bank Ltd Saleh Mohd Street New Const   G+2 Bank Bank  

50c Madina Cloth Market Saleh Mohd Street New Const   G+2+lncomplete  
floor Shops and Offices GuI Ahmed Fabtics 2 Tea stalls encroached 

infront of the building 

50d 
Dawood Cotton Mills  

Sales office  
Burewala-Dilon Ltd 

Saleh Mohd Street New Const   G+2 Offices Offices  

51 Feroze Mansion Saleh Mohd Street 100 years old 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

G+2 
 
 
 
 

Cloth Market shops & offices 
Shops of cardboard sheets for cloth 

‘thaans’ to be wrapped 

Offices + workshops 
of Cloth folding  



Bldg # Building Name Location (Road) Date Owner Dimension # of floors Ground floor landuse   

52 Kasim Center Saleh Mohd Street New Const  (I) 12’-6” G+4 Cloth Shops 

Offices  
Kasodia Law 

Associates  
2432172 

 

53 Aswani & Co Saleh Mohd Street 50 years old  (I) 22’-6” G+3  State Life 
Corporation 

Projected balconies reminsc 
of Bombay-style arch 
converted into boxes 

54 Faisal Market Saleh Mohd Street New Const  (I) 15’-0” G+4 Cloth Shops Cloth Shops and 
offices • 

55 Dhaidhi Center Saleh MoM Street New Const  l)30’-0” G+5 Cloth Shops Cloth Shops & 
offices  

56 Mebran Cloth Market Newnham Road New Const  (1) 62’-6° 
Mez+2  

(Passage below) Cloth Market Al-Karam Fabrics 

Hanifa Mosque 
partLy on ground 

floor & partly on 1st 
floor 

 

57 Allahwala Market Newnham Road Old Building 
Abdul Azia (Purijabi) 

Dr Shahabuddin  
(residing in USA) 

(l)77’-6° (d) 
20’ G +2 Cloth Market Godowns/Residence

s 

Plans to demolish this 
beautiful colonial structure 
& construct a new bldg in 
its olace have been made. 

58 Old Building Newnham Road More than 
100 years old 

 (I) 18’-9” 
(d) 20’- 0” 

G +3 Cloth Market 
Godowns of Bhatkal 

Cloth Market and 
partially abandoned 

 

59 lqba! Cloth Market Newnham Road New Const   G +2 Cloth Market Cloth Market  

60 Paper Godown Machimiani Road 
1(Baakra) 

More than 
100 years old Ghafoor Ahmad Surti  Ground floor Abandoned - 

Office of owner near Denso 
Hall by name of ‘Paper 

Godown’ 
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